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Passionate Engineers to i3tex

i3tex participará en el próximo NORDIC-BALTIC JOBDAY en Madrid,
4-12-19
i3tex is looking for you! Do you want to work within different business areas and develop your

technical skills without changing employer? If that is the case, you are more than welcome to keep
reading and apply to us at i3tex! https://www.i3tex.com/

We are looking for driven engineers who wants to work within different business areas and who
thinks that an employment as a consultant would suit perfectly. As an engineer at i3tex, you have
many opportunities to try new things, get experience from different clients and assignments and
develop your technical expertise. We are looking for both ambitious junior engineers who wants to try
different assignments to grow as well as senior engineers who wants to utilize their knowledge in
challenging assignments where they can take a role as a specialist or leader.

Requirements
Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree within Product Development, Medical Engineering, Computer
science, Electronics, IT, Mechatronics, Mechanical engineering or equivalent
education/experience
English or Swedish, fluent in spoken and written
Flexibility and a curiosity of new technologies and innovations
1-3 years of experience in relevant technical field
About us
We are approximately 180 creative people with different skills - everyone with a burning ambition to
make the world a little better with the help of technology! We believe in the power and joy of sharing
common goals with an opportunity to develop and grow as an individual. Our company culture is
characterized by three values: Joy, Consideration and Ambition. We want it to be fun to work with us
at i3tex, we treat each other with respect, we help each other succeed, we have high ambitions to
always be driven forward, both as individuals, and as a company, and not least – we believe that
everything is possible!
We will attend and recruit at the Nordic-Baltic Day in Madrid on the 4 th of December.
If you want to know more about the job position, please contact HR, Sofia Haglund or Kristina Tollbo.
If you have questions regarding the labour unions, please contact one of our labour union
representatives. We decline the calls from recruitment firms. Welcome with your application!
Interested? Please contact us and send us your CV in English to:
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Olof Person: olof.person@arbetsformedlingen.se (con copia a eures.nordicos@sepe.es);
Last application day: 30/11/2019
Consejos de utilidad:
Como preparar un CV y application letter “Swedish style”: http://goo.gl/mQXTBF , y http://goo.gl/
O7r3Ej

